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24 Claims. (Cl. 23d-143) 
The present invention relates to compressor 

_apparatus and has particular reference to ro 
tary compressor apparatus of the lcrewor worm 
type. Still more particularly the invention re 
lates to compressor apparatus ior operation at 
constant or relatively constant speed and vari 
able load, particularly as incorporated in gas 
turbine systems of the continuous combustion 
type. 
Because of l the particularlyv advantageous> 

utility in continuous combustion gas turbine sys 
tems of compressor apparatus embodying the 
principles of the present invention, the invention 
will be considered and .apparatus embOdying it 
will be described, in connection with gas turbine , 
systems of the above mentioned type, but it is 
to be understood that the invention is not lim 
ited in its use to compressor apparatus embodied 
in this type of system. 
In the case of a gas turbine plant where the 

compressor is driven by a turbine which is me 
chanically independent of the turbine producing 
power for‘external use, the compressor capacity 
may be controlled within wide limits by changing 
the speed of operation of the compressor inde 
pendently of the speed of operation of the use 
ful power turbine, the latter, particularly in 
cases where it is employed to drive an electric 
generator, being usually operated at constant 
speed. This kind of compressor control is how 
ever not possible if the compressor is driven by 
or mechanically connected to the useful power 
turbine and if the useful power turbine can not 
be operated at variable speed because of the 
character of the power output therefrom. In 
the latter instance, the quantity of air delivered 
by the compressor can be controlled by throt 
tling to compensate for varying loads. 'I'his kind 
of control is however undesirable because it in 
troduces into the system unavoidable throttling 
losses. It has also been proposed heretofore to 
admit suction air to diirerent stages of rotary 
compressors in a manner such that the suction 
air is admitted to a pressure stage higher than 
the normal low pressure stage when the load on 
the plant, and consequently the required output 
from the compressor, is reduced. With this 
method also, the emciency of the compressor 
drops materially from its normal efficiency when 
the compressor is operated under loads material 
ly different from the normal load for which the 
compressor is designed. Control of the' com 
pressor apparatus in order to take care of vari 
able loads has also been suggested, in which the 
work of compression is divided up among a 
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number of’independently operable compressors, 
one or more of which may be disconnected, de 
pending upon the amount of change in the load 
imposed on the system. This last-mentioned 
method of control is effective only to a certain 
extent, since by changing the number of com 
pressors in operation it is possible to enect only 
a very coarse control of the quantity or pressure 
of the air delivered and in order to obtain the 
requisite nicety of control, resort must be had 
in addition to throttling, which involves the in 
troduction of the undesirable and unavoidable 
throttling losses. 
Amongst the major objects of the present in 

vention are: to provide improved compressor ap 
paratus capable of operating with acceptable ef 
ñciency over a wide load ra?ge while at the same 
time oper-)ating at constant speed or with varia 
tions in speed which Vare relatively minor as 
compared with the degree of variation of the 
load; to provide improved compressor apparatus 
of the screw type in which variable output may 
be obtained at constant speed of operation with 
out involving undue losses; to provide improved 
screw compressor apparatus in which variations 
in capacity ol.' the apparatus are obtained at con-i 
stant speed by means of novel bleeding arrange 
ments which permit a desired quantity of air to 
be bled from the compression spaces of the com 
pressor before compression commences; and to 
provide improved gas turbine system apparatus 
of the continuous combustion type embodying 
compressor apparatus and controls therefore en 
abling the system to be Operated eiliciently at 
variable load and with constant or substantially 
constant speed of operation of the compressor 
apparatus constituting a part of the system. 
For a better understanding of the nature of 

the present invention and the advantages to be 
derived from its use, reference may best be had 
to the ensuing portion of this specification in 
which is described several embodiments of ap 
paratus for carrying the invention into effect 
and to the accompanying drawings forming a 
part hereof, in which such embodiments are il 
lustrated. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 shows more or less diagrammatically in 

longitudinal cross section a gas turbine system 
of the continuous combustion type comprising 
apparatus embodying the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a section similar to Fig. 1 showing 
another arrangement of apparatus embodying 
the invention; ` 

lIl'ig. 3 is a wtransverse section through com 



2 
presser >apparatus having hand operated bleed 
ing means embodying the invention; 

Fig. 4-is a longitudinal section partly in eleva 
tion of another form of compressor apparatus 
embodying the invention; ' 

Fig. 5 is a section taken on the line 5-6 
Fig. 4; 

Fig. 6 is a plan view of the compressor shown 
in Fig. 4; ' 

Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6 but with a 
portion of the compressor casing broken away; 
and 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary section similar to Fig. 
5 of a modification of the compressor apparatus 
shown in Figs. 4 to 7. _ 

Referring now more particularly to Fig. 1, I0 
designates generally a double rotation radial flow 
gas turbine of known kind having shafts I2 and 
I4 upon which are mounted the armatures of 
electric generators I6 and I8. The turbine and 
generators are mounted in a common frame or 
casing 28 having bearings 22, 24, 26 and 28. 
Shaft I2 is arranged to drive a compressor 30 and 
shaft I4 drives a compressor 32. 
Compressor 30 is of the screw-type and, in the 

embodiment illustrated, comprises two rotors 34 
and 38 mounted in suitable bearings in housing 
38. As will be observed from Fig. 1 and more 
particularly from Figs. 3, 5,. and 8, a character 
istic feature of the rotors is that they are dis 
similar in cross-sectional contour, consisting of 
a male rotor having lobes projecting wholly or 
substantially wholly beyond the pitch circle of 
the rotor, and a female rotor having grooves lying 
wholly or substantially wholly within the pitch 
circle of the rotor. This construction produces 
Working spaces having materially different char 
acteristics from those obtainable with intermesh 
ing rotors of twin form such as are provided by 
intermeshing gears or rotors of the Roots type 
and as employed in the appended claims, it, will 
be understood that the terms male rotor and 
female rotor define rotors of this dissimilar 
cross-sectional nature. 
The rotors are preferably “space packed.” 

That is, clearance is provided between the rotors 
and the walls of the casing andgbetween the 
intermeshing portions of the rotors. The rotor 
construction may advantageously be in accord 
ance with the principles disclosed in my co-pend 
ing application, Serial No. 44,935, filed October 
14, 1935. Because of the utilization of space 
packing, the rotors may be operated at the very 
high speed resulting from direct connection of 
the rotors to the turbine. This connection is 
made through the coupling 48 connecting shaft I2 
with the shaft part 42 of rotor/ 34. The gear 
44, fixed on the rotor shaft 42 meshes with gear 
46 fixed to the shaft part 48 of the rotor 38 and 
provides drive for the latter rotor and maintains 
the peripherally spaced relation of the intermesh 

of 

A ing parts of the two rotors. y Rotor 36 is provided 
with a pressure equalizing piston 50 for equaliz 
ing axial pressure. If the shaft I2 of the turbine 
is assumed to rotate clockwise when viewed from 
the left, air which is drawn in through the inlet 
openings 52 and 5_4 is compressed between the 
lobes of the rotors forming working spaces the 
volumes of which diminish towards the right 
hand side of the compressor. The compressed air 
enters the outlet 56 on that side of the com 
pressor which lies in front of the plane lof the 
drawings and which may be termed the pressure 
side of the compressor as distinguished from the 
suction side located behind the plane of the 
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assaeis 
drawings. In order to prevent direct communi 
cation between the'inlet and the outlet of the 
compressor, the end surfaces at the right of the 
rotors are partly closed by an end wall member 
48 which on its front side is provided with an 
opening 8| for the flow therethrough of the com- ‘ 
pressed air. The compressor casing 38 is pro 
vided with a lateral opening 58 providing a cyl 
'inder for a valve member such as the plunger 38 
which when it is in the position indicated in the 
ligure closes the opening 58. An annular space 
82 communicating with an outlet 84 provides 
communication between the interior of the com 
pressor casing and the atmosphere when. the 
valve member 60 moves outwardly beyond the 
space 62. It will thus be evident that the open 
ing afforded at 84, which may conveniently be 
termed a bleeder-opening, may be brought into 
full or partial communication with the interior 
of the compressor, depending upon the position 
of the valve member 30. 
The compression spaces formed in the com 

pressor will be in communication with the bleeder 
opening at the moment when normal compres 
sion in such spaces commences and if the bleeder 
valve is opened, compression in such spaces will 
commence only after the time when the thread 
or lobe limiting the posterior boundary of the 
compression space has passed the bleeder open 
ing. 'I'his will be at a time subsequent to the nor 
mal commencement, of compression with the 
bleeder valve closed. 
As indicated in the drawings, it is advantageous 

to have the bleeder valve extend, in its closed 
position, inwardly so that the inner end of the 
valve is flush with the inner surface of the casing 
and preferably the inner face of the valve is 
made to conform to the curvature of the casing. 
The reason for this is to avoid any large leakage 
‘space at this point, through which the air being 
compressed in one compression space may leak 
past the posterior limiting lobe, to the next suc 
ceeding space on the other side of such lobe. 
The bleeder valve member 38 is provided with 

a stem 66 forming the armature of a solenoid 68 
and is also encircled by a spring 'I0 located be 
tween the housing-and an abutment plate 12. 
Spring ‘i8 tends to move the valve member to 
open position and this tendency is opposed by the 
action of the solenoid winding, which when finally 
energized has suflicient strength to overcome the 
action of the spring and maintain the valve mem 
ber in the closed position shown in the drawings. 
Solenoid 68 is „ energized by current supplied 
through wires 'I4 and ‘I6 from the generator 
mains indicated generally at ‘I8. 

’ The outlet 56 of the compressor 36 is connected 
by means of conduit 80 to a combustion chamber 
82 having a combustion space 64 surrounded by 
a jacket 86. Fuel such for example as oil is sup 
plied by a pump, such as that indicated at 88, 
to the burner nozzles indicated at 90 and 32. A 
governor 94 operated from the shaft I4 actuates 
a fuel control member 96 to control the amount 
of fuel fed to the combustion chamber under 
diñerent conditions of load. A pressure relief 
valve Si connected to the discharge pipe of the 
pump 88 permits return of fuel oil to the supply 
pipe of the pump through the return pipe 33 
when the control member 96 throttles or closes 
the passage of flow. The fuel control apparatus 
per se forms no part of the present invention and 
is diagrammatically illustrated. Any suitable 
apparatus for controlling the amount of fuel in 
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. response` yto variationsy Íloadìgon _the ¿system 
may be employed. l ~ 

The .compressor` 32, whichV is yshown with its 
f suctionsidein front ofthe plane of the draw 
ings, isr connectedby means of coupling 88 to 
shaft |4 and -ls similar in` construction to the 
compressor 30 previouslyy described and need not 
be described in detail.` Compressor 32 has air 
inlet openings vat |00 and |02 and> is provided 
with-a bleeder'valve |04 urged toward openrposi 
tion by spring |08 and closed kby the solenoid 
|08, the latter being energized by currentde 
rived` throughwires ||0 and i|_2 connected'into 
the electrical system'18. Theoutlet ||4 of com 
pressor 32, which isplaced in communication with> 
the compression ,spaces of the , compressor, by 
means ofthe port I |3'which lies behind the plane 
of the paper, is connected by means of conduit 
||8 to the combustion Acharnberil2.v , 
Insofar as air iiow is concerned, it will be seen 

»that compressors 30-and 32 are arranged in par 
allel, both delivering to the outer chamber of the 
combustion apparatus, part of the air entering the 
inner chamber A84 to supply the oxygen necessary 
for. ,combustiony yof the fuel and 
through thejacket space around the 
ber. „Motive fluid consisting of the 
gases from the inner >chamber and 

inner cham 
combustion 

the jacketing 
air isconducted through the 'twin pipes Hßfandy 
|20 the turbine I0 forexpansion in the tur 
bine. Y . s i 

As indicated, the generators `I8 and i8 feed 
into a common electrical systemV and, as is usual 
in cases of this kind,.operate synchronously. 
With normal load on the system, the requisite 

yquantity of fuel is pumped to the combustion 
lchamber rand with the motive fluid generated 

` therein by combustion of the fuel with the rair 
compressed in the compressors, the turbine gen 
crates the power required to operate the gener 
ators and also the power required to in addi 
tion drive the compressors.v Under such normal 
load conditionsgthe bleeder valves 'of the two „com 
pressors are closed Vand the compressors loperate 
under what maybe termedfull load compression. 
When the load on, theplantchanges. the fuel 

supply is governed so that an increased quantity 
of fuel is supplied Vupon increased'load and a re 
duced quantity of` fuelis supplied with ̀ decreasing 
load.,f',jAssuming constant normal >full load, the 
quantity ¿of air delivered bythe compressor re 
mains constant. >’Upon rdecrease in load, the clos 

l ing eiïect exerted by the,solenoids Iwhich hold the 
bleeder valves closed is decreasedandthese valves, 
will open to an extent governed by the degree 
o1' the reduction ,in the load,vso >asjto open~ more 
or less’the‘jbieeder§_openings.` Consequently, the 

‘ greater ’the , decrease ̀ infioad .on „the plant, the 
‘ greater will 'beg/th? quantity ‘of air lwhich isgciisv 
‘ chargedîjthroughjther’bleederjiopenings and the 
smaller _will,"bejthelvjquantityjoffa'ir which" is com 

".pr'es’sedintheîicómpressörsjto ,the final pressure 
' for delivery'gto. ~the.„-covrnbl'is'ìtion'ichamber; When 
the ‘bleeder’ valves` are opened', the -ñnal pressure, 

vof the ¿compressed airasjçweuas the` y'qrnntity of' : 
`>air `cornpressedfp'er unitofjtimeïw'ill be reduced, 
because the ratio of vthe' volumeA oftherv compres 
sion ¿spaces at . the> commencement ofl ythe com 

V"pression perio'df to the volume thereof at the end 
[of the' compressionperiod constant. ÍIl“, acon 
‘stalnt _final pressure is desired regardless of varia. 

. "tions" in: "load'for, if the ' 'final pressure'. is , desired 
to beA variediwithj'.variations in load in la. man 

` ner “other than‘jthat ,e'il'ected` withthisapparatus; 
this may beaccomplished by means to be here 

part y ñowing "` 
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3 
inafter described and adapted to vary the ratio of 
compression space volume at the commencement 
and end of the compression periods. 
The bleeder valve control need not necessarily 

be made dependent upon the electrical load on 
the plant but may be controlled by any other 
suitable factor which changes with and is indica 
tive of changes in the value of the load. 
An example oi’ such other control is illustrated 

in the plant shown in Fig. 2. In this embodi 
ment, ythe gas turbine |0a_ is indicated as being 
of the axial ilow type connected for direct drive 
of a generator |22 which delivers the power out 
put of the system. , Turbine 10a also drives di 
rectly a compressor |24 similar in type to the 
compressors previously described except for the 
omission of the bleeder valve arrangement shown 
onl the compressor illustrated in Fig. 1. Com 

_ pressor |24 is a high pressure compressor and is 
connected by means of a hydraulic coupling |28 
of known construction to a low pressure com 
pressor |28 which is alsooi the same >screw type 
as that previously described. Both compressors 
are viewed from the presure side. Compressor 
|28 draws in low pressure air through inlet open 
ings |30 and |32 and has an outlet |34 connected 
by means of conduit |38 to the inlet |38 of com 
pressor |24. The latter has an outlet |40 con 
nected by conduit |42 to a combustion chamber 
82 similar in construction to that described in 
connection with Fig. 1. A governed fuel supply 
from pump 88 is supplied to the burner nozzles 
90 and 82 as previously described. Motive fluid 
formed in the combustion chamber from the fuel 
which is burned with the air supplied from the 
compressors is expanded in the turbine to pro 
duce the power required for driving the generator 
and the compressors. y 

The 10W pressure compressor |28 is provided 
with an opening 84 and a bleeder valve 60 con 
trolling this opening, the construction being sim 
ilar to that previously described with reference to 
Fig. 1.` In this instance however, the control of ' 
the bleeder valve is different from that previously 
described. In this embodiment the stem 88 of the 
bleeder valve is provided with a piston |35 work 
ing with a. tight ñt >in cylinder |31 and acted on 
by a spring 10 tending to move the piston and 
bleeder valve to a position in which the bleeder 
passage is opened.> The upperside of piston |35 
is placed in communication with the compressed 
air conduit |42 by means of the pipe |44. 
The hydraulic coupling |28 is placed in com~ 

munication with a governor indicatedgeneraliy at 
|48 by means of a pipe |48. The governor com 
prises two plungers |50 and |52 _ connected to 
each otherand working in a cylinder |54. A pis 
ton |58 is rigidly connected to the plungers |50 
and |52 and works in a cylinder |58. A spring 
l 60 acts on one side of piston |58 while the other 
side of the piston is exposed to the pressure exist 
ing in conduit |42 and pipe |44 by means of the 
connection |82. Pipes |84 and |66 connect the 
interior of the governor with a, liquid supply 
`vessel |88. The vessel |88 is located-at a lower 
_level than that of the hydraulic_couplingusothat 

` the Working liquid may under certain conditions 
of operation flow by gravity from the coupling to 

~ the 'supply vessel.` A gear pump |10 is located in 
the pipe |84, the suction side being connected to 
the supply vessel and the discharge side to the 
governor. ‘The pump feeds working liquid in the 
direction of the arrow |12. A pressure relief 
.valve |14, on the discharge side of pump,|10, per 
mits return of working liquid from the pump to 



the supply vessel throughV renmspipe ne 
when the discharge end oi pipe |86 is cltîsed-eA 
by the governor. 

Operation oi’ the system is as follows. Under 
full load operating conditions, the bleeder valve 
60 is closed, as shown in the drawings, the 
strength of spring '|0 being such that the spring 
is compressed by application of normal full load 
air pressure to the upper side oi’ piston |36. 
Governor |46, under the assumed full load con 
dition, is as shown in the drawings, with the 
pipes |64 and |48 connected and with` the inlet 
end of pipe |66 closed. The working chamber 
of the hydraulic coupling is filled with working 
iiuid and the two compressors are connected so 
that both are operated by the turbine. If it is 
now assumed that the load on the generator is 
reduced, the fuel supply is correspondingly re 
duced through the action of the governor and 
associated control mechanism. This results in 
a. reduction of the temperature of the motive 
ñuid as supplied to the turbine because of the 
'proportionately lower amount of fuel as com 
pared with air supplied to the combustion cham 
ber. The reduced temperature of the motive 
iluid results in a reduction in the pressure pre 
vailing in the combustion chamber and in the 
pipe |42 communicating therewith. This will 
be easily understood from the following calcula 
tion. The quantity of motive iluid flowing 
through a turbine can be expressed by the 
equation: 

F: KN/i’ i) 

where F is the iiow of motive ñuid in pounds 
per unit of time, P the initial absolute pressure 
of the motive iiuid in pounds per square inch. 
v the speciñc volume of the motive iluid at the 
pressure P, and K a constant. The value of 1J 
may be derived from the well-known thermo 
dynamic equation Pv=BT, in which T is the 
absolute temperature and B a. constant. Sub 
stituting the value of v in the ilrst equation, 

P 
= K»- = 

F VBT 
At the ñrst moments after reduction of the fuel 
supply, the amount of motive fluid flowing` 
through the turbine is approximately the same 
as before, the reduction in quantity dueto the 
decreased fuel supply being of negligible order 
as compared with the quantity of air delivered 
by the compressor. Thus, if P and T represent 
initial pressure and initial temperature respec 
tively at normal load, and P1 and T1 represent 
initial pressure and initial temperature respec 
tively shortly upon reduction of the fuel supply, 

For instance, if at normal full loa'd P=80 pounds 
per square inch, T=l800 degrees F. absolute, 
"and if the temperature due to the reduced fuel 
supply is decreased to T1=1600, the pressure in 
the combustion chamber and in the pipe |42 will 
immediately be reduced to 

P1=8 %3=75.4 pounds per square inch 
Due to this reduction in the pressure the bleeder 

2,359,815 ~ 

valve 60 commences to openlunder the in?uence 
f_spring 10. 'I‘his openlng'or partial opening 

àof lîeialeeder valve 60 permits air to flow to a 
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greater or lesser extent through the bleeder 
opening 64 to atmosphere. Thus, a reduced 
quantity ot air, corresponding to the reduced 
load and the reduced fuel supply, will be com 
pressed and supplied to the combustion chamber. 
Reduction of the quantity of air compressed will 
tend to bring the temperature of the motive 
fluid back to about normal value, the quantity 
of motive iluid producedper unit of time now  
being reduced as compared with full load con 
ditions and the pressure of the motive iiuid 
being reduced _also because of the reduced pres 
sure at which the air is ilnally delivered from 
the compressor system because of the bleeding 
of some of the air. It will be seen that for every 
value of part load, there is a deilnite position 
of the bleeder valve 60 and consequently for 
each such’value of part load, there is a deiinite 
quantity of air discharged from the bleeder 
opening.  e 

 As the load on the system falls below the nor 
mal load value and as a consequence the pres 
sure in conduit’ |42 is reduced, the pressure act 
ing on piston |56 of the governor will also .be 
reduced. This piston then commences to move 
toward the right, as viewed in the figure, under 
the influence of spring |60 and this movement 
is transmitted to the plungers |50 and |62. 
Initial movement to the right from the position 
shown in the ñgure will have no eil’ect on the hy 
draulic coupling but after the load and the pres 
sure of the motive i‘luid have fallen below a pre 
determined value of part load, for example, idling 
10aa, the plunger |50 wuí close the outlet of 
pipe |64, and simultaneously the plunger |62 
will open the inlet of pipe |66. Movement of 
the governor to this .position closes the connec 
tion between pump |10 and the coupling, which 
is instead connected through pipes |48 and |66 
to the supply vessel |68 to which the working 
ñuid in the coupling will ñow by gravity, in the 
direction indicated by the arrow |18. Draining 
of the working fluid from`v the hydraulic cou 
pling renders this coupling inoperative and thev 
compressor |28 ceases to operate. At this time 
a spring loaded check valve |80 in the air con 
duit |36 connecting the two compressors is 
opened by the suction created by the compressor 
|24 and air is now compressed only in this com 
pressor. ' 

I_f the load increases from the value at which 
compressor |28 is rendered inoperative, the ac 
companying increase in the amount of fuel sup 
plied will result in rising temperature and pres- . 
sure of the motive iiuid. 'I'he increased pressure 
of the motive nuid acting on piston |56 of the> 
governor moves the plunger valves of the latter to 
the left and when a predetermined value of load 
is reached, the original connections are estab 
lished, that is, the pump is again connected with 
the hydraulic coupling and the drain pipe |68 
is closed. The pump reñlls the coupling with 
working liquid and the low pressure compressor 
|28 is brought back into operation. Reestab 
lished operation of the low pressure compressor 
produces pressure in the connecting conduit |38 
and as a consequence valve |80 closes. With this 
valve closed, the compressors again operate in 
series. Further increase in load causes the 
bleeder valve 60 to be brought more and more 
nearly t'o closed position, progressively cutting 
down theamount of air bled from the low pres 
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yWhile automatic control of the bleeder valve or 
Valves is advantageously employed, manual control 

moeder viivem a adapted tó ses: animi the 
casing in the closed position of the valve shown 

an extension’or plus portion "la, the lower sur 
face of which is curved to form a continuation 
of thecylindrical inner surface of the casing. A 
'space vi|| surrounding the valvecommunicates 
with the bleeder outlet passage 2||. A stem 2|2 
is attachedto the valve and is provided with a 
key 2|2a working in a suitable slot in the yoke 2|| 
to prevent rotation oi' the bleeder valve. The 
vupper portion of the stem is threaded at 2|4 
through the hub of a hand wheel 2||, the rotation 
of which on the threaded stem acts to lift the 
valve. 
In the position of the apparatus shown. the 

bleeder valve is closed and compression of trapped 
air takes place inthe compression space 2I| be 
tween the threads or lobes 2I2 and 2_i4 of the 
rotor |22. Space 2 i| extends helically toward the 
suction side of the compressor to a point where a 
cooperating thread or lobe of the rotor i|4 pro 
jects into the space so as to progressively reduce 
its volume upon rotation of the rotors in the di 
rections indicated. The succeeding compression 
space 2I4, looking in the direction of rotation of 
the rotor. is still in communication with the suc 
tion side and remains so until the edge 2I| of the 

8,858,815 
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lobe 2li reaches the left hand uniting~ edge nl ' 
of the bleeder opening. At this moment. com 45 
pression commences in space 2I|. If the bleeder \ 
valve l|| is then opened, air may escape through 
the bleeder opening without its having been ap 
preciably compressed. From the foregoing it 
follows that. for instance„space 2| | is in com 
_munication with the bleeder valve i|| during the 
period from the instant the edge 2i| of the lobe 
2I4 reaches the left hand limiting edge 22| of the 
bleeder opening to the instant the edge 2 || of the 
lobe 2I2 reaches the. right hand limiting edge 
222 of the bleeder opening. 
Advantageously the bleeder opening ||2 is 

shaped so that communication of the compres 
sion space with the atmosphere takes place with 
minimum throttling losses. To this end, it is 
preferable to make the limiting edges 22| and 222 
of the bleeder opening parallel, or approximately 

55 

parallel. to the helical edge 2i| of lobe 2|2 and ' 
consequently in the same relation with respect to 
the corresponding edges of the remaining lobes of 
the rotor. With the limiting edges of the bleeder 
opening parallel to the outer edges of the rotor 
lobes, maximum speed of opening and closing of 
the bleeder opening with respect to the compres 
sion spaces, will be obtained. 
By making the lower surface of the bleeder 

valve curved to conform to the curvature of the 
inner surface of the casing, leakage back from 
the compression space 2in to the space 2i| is 
prevented when the edge 2I| passes the bleeder 
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5 
opening I|2 under full load operating conditions 

closed. vwhen the bleeder valve is 
. As previously mentioned, the relation ofthe 
variation in final compression pressure to the’ 
variation in the quantity of air compressed at 
part loads can be varied as desired by changing 
the compression ratio which is eñected under 
different conditions of 10nd. 
Apparatus for accomplishing this is shown in 

Figs. 4 to '1. . - ‘ ` 

~ Referring now to these 
comprises a casing 224 in which rotors 22| and 
22| are mounted, these rotors being geared to 
gether as in the compressors previously described 
and being adapted to be driven by means of a 
power input shaft 220. In this embodiment, six 
lobes are shown on one rotor and seven on the 
other in contrast to the three lobes shown for 
example in Fig. 3. It will be understood that the 
number of lobes per rotor may be varied as de 
sired within the scope of the present invention. 
The casing 224 is provided with inlet openings 

22| and 221 and an outlet 229. In this instance, 
it will be observed that the inlet ports in the 
casing provide for both radial and axial admis 
sion of air to the compression spaces and both 
radial and axial discharge from the compression 
spaces. ' 

Casing 224 has a portion 232 which does not 
follow the contour of the rotors but is spaced 
therefrom and in the space provided between the 
rotors and this portion of the casing, a slide 234 
is provided, the inner surface of which is formed 
to the same radius as the radii of the rotors. This 
slide is axially movable as indicated in Fig. 4, 
through the medium of a control rod 23| which 
may be either manually operated or operated 

ñgures, the compressor 

'automatically in response to load variations on 
the system in which the compressor is incorpo 
rated. as has already been described in connec 
tion with Figs. 1 and 2. 

‘I'he end of the slide at the inlet end of the com 
pressor is preferably provided with curved edges 
22| and 24| adapted to abut against correspond 
ingly curved edges 242 and 244 when the slide is 
moved to the right hand end of its travel as seen 
in the drawings. At the outlet endof the com 
pressor, the slide is advantageously provided with 
curved edges 24| and 248, these latter edges de- ' 
termining the area for radial exhaust from the 
compression spaces and consequently affecting 
the total Vexhaust area from these spaces and the 
discharge pressure of the compressed air. 

If we now assume the slide to be moved to the 
extreme right hand position with edges 238 and 
24| abutting respectively against edges 242 and 
244, compression will commence at the moment 
intended for normal full load compression. This 
will be at the time when the edges of the rotor 
lobes, which cooperate to form a given compres 
sion space, pass the limiting edges of the inlet 
ports. 

If it is desired to decrease the quantity of air 
delivered by the compressor. the control member 
or slide 224 is moved to the left from its extreme 
right hand position, to a position such for ex 
ample as that shown in Fig. 'I and this move 
ment opens up passages 254 and 256 between the 
end edges 22| and 240 of the slide and the respec 
tively cooperating casing edges 242 and 244. It 
will be evident that with the slide moved to this 
position, commencement of compression in any 
given compression space will be delayed until the 
edges of the lobes deilning the posterior boundary 



6 
' of suchspace pass beneath the slide edges 238 
and 240. 

If for the moment we disregard the eiiect on 
the outlet opening or the movement of the slide 
to the left from its full load position.- it will be 
evident thatthe compression ratio will be altered 
by such movement to the left since the volume 
of the compression space at the moment com-l 
pression commences is decreased as compared 
with full load adjustment. while the volume of 
the compression space at the moment when the 
exhaust port opens remains constant. This 
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ing ̀spiral lobes and intervening spiral grooves of 
uniform height and depth respectively along their 
lengths, the lobes and grooves intermeshing and 
cooperating with each other and with the casing 
to form spaces registering at different times with 
said inlet and said outlet and which _are displaced 
axially of the compressor by rotation of the rotors 
to come into communication with said end wall. 
a bleeder opening in said casing located so that 
compression can commence ,in any one of said 
spaces only after the rotor lobe defining a` poa 

, terior boundary of the compression space has 

would result in decreased pressure at the mo 
ment of discharge from the compressor space. 

Obviously however, movement of the control 
slide toward the left to a part load position will 
cause the area of the outlet opening to be de 
creased and, consequently, as the volume of the 
compression space at the instant compression 
commences is decreased by movement of the 
slide, the volume when exhaust occurs is de-' 
creased and the final compression volume is also 
decreased. It will be evident that the change 

20 

in the relation of the volume of the compression ` 
space at the moment when compression com 
mences to the volume of the compression space 
at the moment when exhaust or discharge com 
mences can be varied as desired by suitably re 
lating the contours of the edges of the slide which 
control the commencement of compression and 
the termination of compression in the various 
positions of the slide. ' , 
From the foregoing description of this em 

bodiment, it will be evident that the control slide 
constitutes a bleeder valve for delaying the nor 
mal time of commencement of compression as 
compared with full load compression. By use 
of the slide form of bleeder valve, it is however 
possible, if desired, to accomplish the additional 
function with this single valve member of ob 
taining such constancy or variation in the com 
pression ratio with change in compressor capac~ 
ity as may be desired. ` 

Fig. 8 shows a modiiication of the apparatus 
illustrated in Figs. 4 to 7. The construction is 
similar to that described above except the form 
of the control member or slide which in this in 
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stance is in the form'of a cylinder 250 the lower f 
portion of which is cut oiï and connected with 
a member 262 the inner surface of which is 
formed to the same radius as the radii of the 
rotors. As in the example previously described, 
the control member is axially movable by means 
of a control rod 284. As will be easily understood 
from the drawings, the shape of the control mem 
ber 260 facilitates manufacturing of the appa 
ratus as compared with the shape of the control 
member according to Figs. 4 to 7. 
From the foregoing description, it will be evi 

dent that many specific different forms of struc 
ture may be employed .within the scope of the 
invention and it is to be understood that the in 
vention embraces all that falls within the scope 
of the appended claims when they are construed 
as broadly as is consistent with the state of the 
prior art. 

Certain subject matter disclosed but not 
claimed in this application forms the claimed 
subject matter of my copending application Serial 
Number 500,010, filed August 25, 1943. 
I claim: 
1. A compressor of the rotary screw type in 

cluding a casing having an inlet and an outlet for 
fluid and an end wall, a plurality of rotors 
mounted in said casing, each of said rotors hav 
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passed, said opening and means for controlling 
iiow through said opening. 

2. A compressor' of the rotary screw type in 
cluding a casing having an inlet and an outlet for 
fluid and an end wall, a plurality of rotors, 
mounted in said casing, each of said rotors hav 
ing spiral lobes and intervening spiral grooves of 
uniform height and depth respectively along their 
lengths, the lobes and groovesfintermeshing and 
cooperating with each other and with the casing 
to form spaces registering at different times with 
said inlet and said outlet and which are displaced 
axially of the compressor by rotation ot the rotors 
to come into communication with said end wall, a 
bleeder opening in said casing located so that 
compression can commence in any one of said 
spaces only after the rotor lobe defining a pos-î. 
terior boundary of the compression space hasl 
passed said opening, said opening having opening 
and closing edges disposed substantially parallel 
to the edges of the rotor lobes passing the open-_ 
ing and means for controlling iiow through said 
opening. . 

3. A compressor of the rotary screw type in 
cluding a casing having an inlet and an outlet 
for ñuid and an end wall, a plurality of rotors 
mounted in said casing, each of said rotors having 
spiral lobes and intervening spiral grooves of 
uniform height and depth respectively along their 
lengths, the lobes and grooves intermeshing and 
cooperating with each other and with the casing 
to form spaces registering at different times with 
said inlet and said outlet and which are dis 
placed axially of the compresor by rotation of 
the rotors to come into communication with said 
end Wall, a bleeder opening in said casing for 
permitting escape from the compressor of fluid 
in said spaces, a valve for controlling'said open 
ing, said valve having a smooth inner surface 
winch in closed position of the valve provides sub 
stantially a continuation of the inner surface of 
the casing and means for actuating said valve to 
open or close said opening. 

4. A compressor of the rotary screw type in 
cluding a easing having an inlet and an outlet for 
fluid and an end wall, a plurality of rotors 
mounted in said casing, each of said rotors hav 
ing spiral lobes and intervening spiral grooves 
of uniform height and depth respectively along 
their lengths, the lobes and grooves intermeshing 
and cooperating with each other and with the 
casing to form spaces registering at diiîerent 
times with said inlet and said outletl and which 
are displaced axially of the compressor by rota 
tion of the rotors to come into communication ` 
with said end wall, and means movable relative 
to said casing to alter the volume of the spaces 
at the beginning of compression therein. 

5. A compressor of the rotary screw type in~ 
cluding a casing having an inlet and an outlet 
for fluid and an end wall, >a plurality of rotors 
mounted in said casing, each of said rotors having 
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spiral lobes and intervening spiral grooves oi 
uniform height and depth respectively along 
their lengths, the lobes and grooves intermesh 

. ing and cooperating with each other and with 
the casing to form spaces registering at diilerent 
times with said inlet and saidv outlet and which 
are displaced axially of the compressor by rota 
tion of the rotors to come into communication 
with said end wall, and means movable relative 
to said. casing for altering the volume of the 
spaces at the commencement of compression 
therein and simultaneously altering the volume 
of the compression spaces at the termination of 
compression therein. „ ' 

6. A compressor of the rotary screw type in-f 
cluding a casing having an inlet and an outletfï:l 
for iluid and an end wall, a'_ plurality oi rotors ~ 
mounted in said casing, each of said rotors hav-  
ing spiral lobes and intervening spiral grooves` 
oi’ uniform height and depth respectively along; 
their lengths, the lobes and grooves intermeshing 
and cooperating with each other and with the 
casing to form spaces registering at different 
times with said inlet and said outlet and which 
are displaced axially oi the compressor'by rota 
tion of the rotors 
with said end wall and a 
mounted between said casing and said rotors and 
cooperating with the rotors and with portions of 
the casing to vary, upon movement of the member. 
the volumesof the spaces at the commencement 
of compression and the volumes of the spaces 
at the termination of compression, the variation 
in said volumes due to such movement oi the 
member eil'ectìng a change in the compression 
ratio of the compressor. t 

7. A compressor of the rotary screw type in 

to come into communication , 
member movably " 
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Amencement therein at full‘load. i; . l . 

9. yIn. the operation „ot l a » rotary »compressor’of 
the: type-v >having- a lcasing providingv an; inlet and. _ 
ankoutlet:forr ilu_id,»,a_4 plurality of rotors mounted ,Y 

speed.v _oit- .koperation thereof; comprising5aï> bleeder 
valve »member movable tovent said spaces until ' 
their kplume is less'than thevolumeatthefmo- , 
_ment oi >commencement ¿of vfull load compression, l 
whereby to-delay thegcommencement of compres 
siony injsuchspaces ,as compared with 

for ¿rotation in said» >_cas‘inss«mehrof> said krotors 
Ahaving Ispiral lobes and intervening-spiral grooves,yv r 
of „uniformi heighty and. Adepth _respectively along l ‘ 
theìlfylenßths, the ¿lobes »and grooves »_intermesh- l 
ing and cooperatingwitheach other and with ~ 
the casing tol formspaces- registeringgatE ditlerent 
timeswith saidixiletandvs’aid outlet and'which » 
arex displaced axially ,of the compressor upon ro 
tation of the-rotors so asttocoxne »into communi 
cation with an en_d wall of .theA casingl to eiIect - 
compression, that improvement which consists in 
vvarying >theßcapacity~ oi the< compressor while 
maintaining substantially‘constant speed of op 
eration thereof by altering y,the `eilîective initial 
volume for compression of_ said spaces. 

10. `In the operation of, a rotary *compressor of 
the typehaving a Casing providing kan inlet and 

e an outlet for iluid, apluralityof rotors mounted 
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cluding a casing having an inlet and an outlet for l 
iluid and an end wall, a plurality of rotors mount 
ed in said casing, each of said rotors having 
spiral lobes and intervening 
uniform height and depth respectively along 
their lengths, the lobes and grooves intermeshing 

spiral ' grooves of ‘ 

for rotation insaidl casing, each of said rotors 
having spiral lobes and intervening spiral grooves 
of kuniform height and depth respectively along 
their lengtha'the lobes and grooves intermeshing 
and 'cooperating lwith* eachother and with the 
casing> toiorm lspaces >registering at Adifferent 
times with said' inlet and said` outlet and which 
are displaced axiallyfof the compressor upon yro- . 

40 tation of the> rotors so as tc come into communi 

and cooperating with each other and with the , 
casing to form spaces registering at diilerent 
times with said inlet and said outlet and which> 
are displaced axially of the compressor` by rota 
tion of the rotors to come into :communication 
with said end wall to compress and discharge 
ñuid adjacent said end wall, an axially slidable 
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member interposed betweeny said rotors and a 
portion of said casing, said _member having an 
end arranged to move awayirom cooperating 
portions of the casing to provide passage for> n 
escape oi' fluid from the spaces upon movement 
of said member toward thedischarge end of~ the 
compressor, whereby to delay commencement o1'l 
the compression period, and said» member having 
an opposite end portion vfor reducing the area kof 
the outlet opening of the compressor upon move 
ment of the member toward the discharge end of 
the compressor, and means operable from the ex 
terior of the compressor yfor adjusting lthe posi 
tion of said member. v »Y .  v ~ v ~ 

8. A compressor of the rotary screw type in 
cluding a casing having ,anl inlet and an outletv 
for fluid and an end wall, a plurality oi' rotorsv 
mounted in said casing, each of said rotors hav 
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ing spiral lobes land intervening spiral grooves»v 
of uniform heightanddepth respectively along, 
their lengths, the lobes and grooves intermesh 
ing and cooperating .with each othervand with the 
casing to iormyspacesfrregistering at dlil’erent 
times with said’ inlet and said outlet and which 
are displacedïariallyoi’ thecompressorxby rota 

cation kwith an end wall of fthe casing to effect 
compression, that improvement which consists in 
reducing the ’capacity of 'thevcompressor'while 
maintaining substantially. constant speed rof* op 
eration by Vdecreasing the eiîective initial. volume 
for `compression of said spaces, and modifying 
the,k decrease in ‘delivery pressure which would 
result from 'such decrea'sejin eiïective initial vol 

' ume by'decreasing the eiîectvive‘iinal compression 
,volume loi.' said spaces., 

1l. A compresor of. the rotary screw ̀ type in 
cluding 4a casinghaving’an'A inlet and an 4outlet 
i'or iluld'and anv end Wall,l a plurality of,_rotors 
mounted insaidcasing, each of said rotors hav 
ing vspiral: lobes and intervening spiral lgrooves Íy 
of uniformheight‘and depthrespectively along 
their lengths, the' lobes` ̀ and „grooves intermesh 
ing‘and cooperating with each other and with the, 
casingßto'forml spaces registering at different 
times _with said‘inlet andv said outlet andwhich 
are vdisplaced axially, of _the compressor by rota 
tion'of lthe rotors` to come into communication 
with said'end wall,’,and means‘including a bleeder 
valve 'member 'adjustable to cause initiation of 
partl loadycompression in any given compression 
'space .'„with said Í rotors v in any. 
different angular positions of rotation. , 

12. Acompressor of the rotary screwA type in 
cluding a casinghavingnninletand an outlet 
for ijluid end¿wall,\a ̀ plurality-of rotors , 
mounted in said casing~,.each of ,said -rotors hav- e 
ingfspirallobes and intervening spiralgrooves f 
of uniformheight and-»depth respectively alongk 
theirlengths, the lobeaand; grooves intermeshing: Y v 
and ̀ cooperating;witheach otherandwith the 

7'. 
tion_¿oi¿the rotors to comeinto communication; 
withV »said endywall,` andfmeans ,fori Ãvaryingïthe» 
capacity ofthe compressor.A without 'changinggthe , 

,thek com- 4. 

oneof a seriesoiî> y. 



casing to form spaces registering at different 
times with said inlet and said outlet and which ' 
are displaced axially or the compressor by rota 
tion of the rotors to come into communication 
with said end wall, and control means having ad 
`iustable portions cooperation with said rotors to 
vary the relation of the angular position of rota 

‘ tion of the rotors with respect to both the initia 
tion and the termination of compression in any 

. given one of said spaces. ,  

` 13. A compressor of the rotary screw hav 
~ ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
iiuid, a plurality of rotors moimted for rotation 
about parallel axes in said casing including a male 
rotor and a female rotor having intermeshing 
spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the inter 
meshing lobes and grooves being of substantially 
uniform height and depth respectively along their 
lengths and cooperating with each other and with 
the casing to form compression spaces registering 
at dinerent times with said inlet and said outlet 
and being decreased in volume by contraction in 
a direction parallel to the axes of said rotors 
after passing out of communication with said in 
let and before coming into communication with 
vsaid outlet, a bleeder opening in said casing lo 
cated so that compression can commence in any 

v .one of said spaces only after the rotor lobe 
dellning a posterior boundary of the compression 

‘ space has passed said opening and means for con 
trolling iiow through said opening. - 

14. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
iluid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rotation 

a about parallel axes in said casing including a male 
rotor and a female rotor having intermeshing 
spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the inter 
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stantially a continuation of the inner surface4 of 

_ Ythe casing and means forb actuating said valve to 
open or close said opening. _ 

16. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
fluid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rotation 
about parallel axes in said casing including a male 
rotor and a female rotor having intermeshing 
spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the inter 
meshing lobes and grooves being of substantially 
uniform height and depth respectively along their 
lengths and cooperating with each other and with 
the casing to form compression spaces registering 
at different times with said inlet and said outlet 
and being decreased in volume by contraction in a 
direction parallel to the axes of said rotors after 
passing out of communication with said inlet and 
before coming into communication with said out 
let, and means movable relative to said casing 
to alter the volume of the spaces at the beginning 
of compression therein. 

17. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
iluid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rotation 
about parallel axes in said casing including a 
male rotor and a female rotor having intermesh 
ing spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the in 
termeshing lobes and grooves being of substan 
tially uniform height and depth respectively along 
their lengths and cooperating with each other 

- and with the casing to form compression spaces 

meshing lobes and grooves being of substantially ' 
uniform height and depth respectively along their 
lengths and cooperating with each other and with 
the casing to form compression spaces registering 
at different times with said inlet and said outlet 
and being decreased in volume by contraction in a 
direction parallel to the axes of said rotors after 
passing out of communication with said inlet and 
before coming into communication with said out 
let, a bleeder opening in said casing located so that 
compression can commence in any one of said 
spaces only after the rotor lobe defining a pos 
terior boundary of the compression space has 
passed said opening, said opening having opening 
and closing edges disposed substantially parallel 
to the edges of the rotor lobes passing the opening 
and means for controlling ñow through said open- ' 
ing. v 

. 15. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet 
for fluid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rota 
tion about parallel axes. in said casing including 
a male rotor and a female rotor having inter 
meshing spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the 
intermeshing lobes and grooves being of substan 
tially uniform height and depth respectively along 
their lengths and cooperating with each other and 
with the casing to form compression spaces regis 

 tering at different times with said inlet and said 
outlet and being decreased ln volume by contrac 
tion _in a direction parallel to the axes of said 
rotors after passing out of communication with 
said inlet and before coming into communication 
with said outlet, a bleeder opening in said casing 
for permitting escape from the compressor of 
Vduid in said spaces, a valve for controlling said 

_ opening, said valve having a smooth inner surface » 

which in closed position of the valve provides sub 
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registering at different times with said inlet and 
said outlet and being decreased in volume by con 
traction in a direction parallel to the axes of said 
rotors after passing out of communication with 
said inlet and before coming into communication ` 
with said outlet, and means movable relative to 
said casing for altering the volume of the spaces 
at the commencement of compression therein and 
simultaneously altering the volume of the com 
pression spaces at the termination of compression 
therein.  

18. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
ñuid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rotation 
about parallel axes in said casing including a male 
rotor and a female rotor having intermeshing 
spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the inter 
meshing lobes and grooves being of substantially 
uniform height and depth respectively along their 
lengths and cooperating with each other and with 
the casing to form compression spaces registering 
at different times with said inlet and said outlet 
and being decreased in volume by contraction in 
a direction parallel to the axes of said rotors. 
after passing out of communication with said in 
let and before coming into communication with 
said outlet, and a member movably mounted be 
tween said casing and said rotors and cooperating 
with the rotors and with portions of the casing _ 
to vary, upon movement of the member, the vol 
umes of the spaces at the commencement of com 
pression and the' volumes of the spaces at the 
termination of compression, the variation in said 
volumes due to such movement of the member ef 

v fecting a change in the compression ratio of the 
’ compressor. 

19. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
fluid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rotation 
about parallel axes in said casing including a male 
rotor and a female rotor having intermeshing 
spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the inter 
meshing lobes and grooves being of substantially 
uniform height and depth respectively along their 
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lengths and cooperating with each other and 
with the casing to form compression spaces regis 
tering at different timeswith said inlet and said 
outlet and being decreased in volume by contrac 
tion in a direction parallel to the axes of said 
rotors after passing out of communication with 
said inlet and before coming into communication 
with said outlet, an axially slidable member inter 
posed between said rotors and a portion of said 
casing, said member having an end arranged to 
move away from cooperating portions of the cas 
ing to provide passage' for escape of fluid from 
the spaces upon movement of said member to 
ward said outlet whereby to delay commencement 
of the compression period and said member hav 
ing an opposite end portion for reducing the area 
of the outlet opening of the compressor upon 
movement of the member toward the outlet, and 
means operable from the exterior of the com 
pressor for adjusting the position of said member. 

20. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
fluid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rotation 
about parallel axes in said casing including a 
male rotor and a female rotor having intermesh 
ing spiral lobes and grooves respectively,`the in 
terrneshing lobes and grooves being of substan 
tially unifonn height and depth respectively along 
their length and cooperating with each other and 
with the casing to form compression spaces regis 
tering at different times with said inlet and said 
outlet and being decreased in volume by contrac 
tion in a direction parallel to the axes of said 
rotors after passing out of communication with 
said inlet and before coming into communication 
with said outlet, and means for varying the capac 
ity of the compressor without changing the speed 
of operation thereof comprising a bleeder valve 
member movable to vent said spaces until their 
volume is less than the volume at the moment of 
commencement of full load compression, whereby 
to delay the commencement of compression in 
such spaces as compared with the commence 
ment therein at full load. 

21. In the operation of a rotary compressor of 
the type having a casing providing an inlet and 
an outlet for fluid, a plurality of rotors mounted 
for rotation about parallel axes in said casing 
including a male rotor and a female rotor hav 
ing intermeshing spiral lobes and grooves respec 
tively, the intermeshing lobes and grooves being 
of substantially uniform height and depth respec 
tively along their lengths and cooperating with 
each other and with the casing to form compres 
sion spaces registering at diiTerent times with said 
inlet and said outlet and being decreased in vol 
ume by contraction in a direction parallel to the 
axes oi'A said rotor after passing out of communi 
cation with said inlet and before coming into 
communication with said outlet to effect com 
pression, that improvement which consists in 
varying the capacity of the compressor while 
maintaining substantially constant speed of oper 
ation thereof by altering the eiIective initial vol 
ume for compression of said spaces. 

22. In the operation of a rotary compressor of 
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9 
the type having a casing providing an inlet and 
an outlet for fluid, a plurality of rotors mounted 
for rotation about parallel axes in said casing 
including a male rotor and a female rotor having 
intermeshing spiral lobes and grooves respective 
ly, the intermeshing lobes and grooves being of 
substantially uniform height and depth respec 
tively along their lengths and cooperating with 
each other and with the casing to form compres 
sion spaces registering at diiïerent times With said 
inlet and said outlet and being decreased in vol 
ume by contraction in a direction parallel to the 
axes of said rotors after passing out of communi 
cation with said inlet and before coming into 
communication with said outlet to effect com 
pression, that improvement which consists in re 
ducing the capacity of the compressor while 
maintaining substantially constant speed of oper 
ation by decreasing the effective initial volume for 
compression of said spaces, and modifying the de 
crease in delivery pressure which would result 
from such decrease in effective initial volume by 
decreasing the effective final compression volume 
of said spaces. 

23. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
i'luid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rotation 
about parallel axes in said casing including a 
male rotor and a female rotor having intermesh 
ing spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the in 
termeshing lobes and grooves being of substan 
tially uniform height and depth respectively along 
their lengths and cooperating with each other 
and with the casing to form compression spaces 
registering at different times with said inlet and 
said outlet and being decreased in volume by con 
traction in a direction parallel to the axes of said 
rotors after passing out of communication with 
said inlet and before coming into communication 
with said outlet, and means including a bleeder 
valve member adjustable to cause initiation of 
part load compression in any given compression 
space with said rotors in any one of a series of 
different angular positions of rotation. 

24. A compressor of the rotary screw type hav 
ing a casing providing an inlet and an outlet for 
fluid, a plurality of rotors mounted for rotation 
about parallel axes in said casing including a 
male rotor and a female rotor having intermesh 
ing spiral lobes and grooves respectively, the in 
termeshing lobes and grooves being of substan 
tially uniform height and depth respectively 
along their lengths and cooperating with each 
other and with the casing to form compression 
spaces registering at different times with said 
inlet and said outlet and being decreased in vol 
ume by contraction in a direction parallel to the 
axes of said rotors after passing out of communi 
cation with said inlet and before coming into com 
munication with said outlet, and control means 
having adjustable portions cooperating with said 
rotors to vary the relation of the angular position 
of rotation of the rotors with respect to both the 
initiation and the termination of compression in 
any given one of said spaces. 

ALF LYSHOLM. 


